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This paper assesses the comparative influence of informational inference, deliberative processes and accessibility in numeric

anchoring.  Using a yoked design, we manipulated the source of the anchor and quantified the magnitude of the anchoring effect.

Initial results suggest that in the standard paradigm, inference plays a very substantial role.
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these alternate explanations, and to investigate the role of similarity between inventor and framing as a possible mediator of the effect. 
In Study 2 participants read the same history and framing background story, but we added additional conditions so that some subjects 
were told that the manufacturer had been unable to secure the rights to that formula invented by the immoral(moral inventor), and instead 
was using a different recipe to produce the energy drink. The results indicate that participants prefer the energy drink as a party aid only 
when it was made from the EXACT FORMULA of the immoral inventor F(1, 637)=5.36, p=.021. Next, when probed for beliefs about 
the effectiveness of the drink at keeping them awake, subjects in the vice (virtuous) framing did not believe that the drink would be less 
effective for a virtuous (vice) activity, (Mparty=2.25, Mstudy=2.32, F(1,641)=2.38, ns.). Study 2 replicated our initial findings, ruled out 
two major alternative explanations, and provides initial evidence of schema congruency as a mediator. 

Study 3 replicated the effect in another domain: that of art and artists. Subjects were presented shown an ambiguous piece of art 
(“Tunnel”) and the moral history of the artist and his intended framing of the art were manipulated. The predicted interaction emerged 
for history (moral, immoral, very immoral) X framing (positive or dark), F (2,165)=3.02, p=.051, providing further evidence that when 
products are framed in dark or vice ways, people tend to prefer immoral creators. 

This congruency effect persists across multiple product domains and in spite of the fact that participants explicitly rate the immoral 
target as morally corrupt and unlikable. Therefore, in addition to providing a test of the effects of moral judgments on product evaluations, 
these studies provide some of the first experimental evidence that in certain contexts, people may prefer products associated with immoral 
individuals. These patterns are interpreted within the broader framework of essentialism and schema congruency, and the implications 
for marketing, social policy and academic theory are discussed.
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Extended Abstract
Nearly all studies of anchoring ask participants to first make a comparative judgment, and then render an estimate. Within this 

paradigm, the dominant psychological account of anchoring is that people actively compare their estimate to the anchor, thereby increasing 
the accessibility of anchor consistent information (Strack and Mussweiler 1997). A second account suggests a more deliberate process 
in which people start with the anchor value, and then adjust it until the proximate boundary of plausible ranges is reached (Jacowitz and 
Kahneman 1995). A third account implicates the conversational norm that provided information is relevant (Grice 1975, Schwarz 1999). 

Though anchoring effects have been found even in contexts that should help control for some of these possibilities (like the use 
of manifestly random anchors, Tversky and Kahneman 1974), little work has attempted to assess the comparative influence of these 
different forces either between or within studies. 

The present research is intended to test the comparative importance of these mechanisms in the traditional paradigm. We manipulated 
the source of the anchor and quantified the magnitude of the anchoring effect. In condition A, anchors were manifestly unrelated to the 
comparative question: they were generated by the participants (e.g. by taking a bill out of their wallet and entering the first two digits of 
the serial number as the anchor). This design was intended to minimize inferences about the informational value of the anchor. The other 
three conditions were “yoked” to the numbers these respondents self generated, resulting in 90 perfectly yoked “quartets”. Within each 
quartet, for each value entered by a participant in condition A there was one and only one condition B, C and D participant who saw that 
value as their respective anchors. In condition B, the yoked anchors were provided and the instructions indicated (falsely) that the anchor 
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was randomly generated by the computer. In condition C, there was no mention of anchor origin included in the instructions, but the 
anchors were presented in red and participants had to re-type the value. In the final condition D, the anchor appeared as a comparative 
question, as in the traditional paradigm. 

Each respondent made 6 judgments. Because each value generated in Condition A was a two digit number, the judgments were 
chosen such that the range of possible answers was naturally bounded between 0 and 100. Three of the questions asked for a percent 
estimate, and three of the questions asked for estimates where the only possible answers would be between 0 and 100. Specifically, the 
six items were:

1. Is the percentage of American adults who have a passport higher or lower than that number?

2. Is the number of U.S. senators who have law degrees higher or lower than that number?

3. Is the percentage of adults in the world who are Christian higher or lower than that number?

4. Last year, was the average interception return in the National Football League higher or lower than that number of yards?

5. Among all Major League Baseball players currently playing, is the percentage who are married higher or lower than that 
number?

6. During the last century in the U.S., is the number of years in which Michael was the most common name for baby boys higher 
or lower than that number?

To compare the strength of an anchor’s influence on the estimates across conditions, we regressed numeric judgments against 
anchor values and measured the size of the coefficient. For the transparently random anchor condition A, there was a small but significant 
positive relationship between anchor and estimate; bA=.08, SE=.03, p<.01. For conditions B and C the anchor interaction term also 
predicted the estimates in a positive direction, and the relationship is slightly steeper than in condition A, 1; bB=.11, SE =.05, p<.01, 
and bC=.13, SE =.05, p<.01. Finally, condition D, which closely mirrors the traditional comparative anchoring paradigm, showed the 
strongest effect of anchor on the estimate, bD= .25, SE =.05, p<.01. In a secondary analysis, we also observed an interaction between 
question type and anchoring effect. There was markedly less anchoring for items involving a percentage response than items involving 
a count, even though for both types all responses ranged from 0 to 99. 

In sum the values ranged from a small (but significant) value of 0.08 in the “dollar bill” condition to 0.25 in the “standard” paradigm. 
Conditions B and C yielded similar results and the results were intermediate. These findings suggest that in the standard paradigm, 
inference plays a very substantial role in generating the anchoring effect, and increases the size of the effect threefold. 

Key Results 
Condition A–Anchor is generated by participants and transparently irrelevant. Effect: b=.08
Condition B–Instructions explain that anchors are “randomly generated”. Effect: b=.11
Condition C-Anchor is presented in odd font/color and had to be retyped. Effect: b=.13
Condition D-Anchor included in the comparative question. Effect: b=.25
All p’s <.01
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Aligning Consumers Around Low-carbon Competitiveness:   
Evidence from an Online Experiment
Julia Joo-A Lee, Harvard Kennedy School, USA

Behavioral change in consumer demand is not only critical in determining the size of an individual’s carbon footprint, but also 
motivates business leaders to respond to increased climate-awareness among consumers by supplying lower carbon products. Thus, 
many public and non-profit organizations are concerned with creating credible and reliable messages that will help motivate consumers 
to change their consumption decision-making and to reduce their carbon footprint. This study addresses an important question of how 


